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There's something romantic about running off with your beloved and getting married. On the other hand, you might incur the wrath of family and friends for leaving them out of this joyous event. When is elopement right and when is it wrong?By Laurie L. DoveSome wedding traditions are lovely and others don't make much sense — their original purpose is lost in the mist of time.
Test your knowledge of wedding traditions here!By Alia HoytWedding guest lists are getting smaller — and not just because weddings are getting more expensive. Brides and grooms have different expectations for weddings, especially post-pandemic.By Alia HoytEvery bride wants to look stunning on their wedding day. Mature brides, women aged 40 and up, may need some
extra attention when it comes to applying flawless yet age-appropriate makeup.By Stefani NewmanBridesmaids know they're there to help out the bride, but bridesmaids have a few things on their to-do lists as well. One of the most important is looking good on the big day. Here's a guide to get you on track.By Allison WachtelThe weeks leading up to a bride's big day are bustling
with details, from seating arrangements to hairstyle run-throughs, and one other essential element: hot-wax hair removal.By Laurie L. DoveDid you throw a temper tantrum in front of the wedding planner? Chill out, bridezilla! Put yourself in time-out at the day spa and pamper yourself back to the sweet, good-natured bride you really are.By Natalie Kilgore Modern weddings require
an extraordinary amount of work -- and it's not just the bride and her mother making all the plans. Members of the wedding party are expected to propose a toast, and a simple "To your health!" won't do.On a day when your closest friends or family members are getting married, you want to offer eloquence, wit and maybe just a touch of sage advice as you toast the happy couple.
But not everyone has a way with words. Add in a healthy fear of public speaking, and it's easy to see why so many people struggle to compose a meaningful toast.While most toasts are directed at the bride and groom, the newlyweds may toast the bridesmaids and groomsmen, as well as their parents. This means that everyone from the best man to the bride herself may be
struggling to put together the perfect wedding-day toast.Rather than trying to write an entirely original toast, why not build your speech around a quote from a noted figure? A timeless quote keeps guests engaged and staves off boredom, and you'll only need to add a few heartfelt words of your own to create the perfect toast. Use one of our 10 favorite quotes to find the inspiration
you need to toast your family and friends in style.My heart is ever at your service.-William ShakespeareIt may be short, but this quote from the famous playwright displays a powerful sense of poignancy. Not only does it perfectly capture the love and optimism of your wedding day, but it also speaks volumes above what any love poem ever could about devotion and commitment.
What could any newlywed want more than a well-worded declaration of service and commitment?Brides and grooms can use this quote to toast each other and offer a sweet, sincere alternative to the traditional rambling wedding toast. And because Shakespeare's name is almost universally recognized, this quote will help you grab your guests' attention after they've been sitting
through a long round of toasts and speeches.It is written, when children find true love, parents find true joy. Here's to your joy and ours from this day forward.-UnknownIt's hard to find anyone more emotional than the bride and groom on their wedding day, unless it's their parents. Weddings are a loaded time for moms and dads, who experience a wide range of emotions watching
their children prepare for a new life. This quote provides a way to toast the new couple and express joy for the choices a son or daughter has made and the person he or she has become. The words are full of warmth and love, but they're not so sentimental that guests will have to break out the tissues. Parents can combine this quote with a few favorite memories, or skip the
reminiscing to keep the toast short and sweet.Love does not consist of gazing at each other, but in looking outward together in the same direction.-Antoine de Saint-ExupéryIf you're relieved to be done with the wedding planning (and halfway through the reception!), it's easy to forget that the real work hasn't even started yet.Marriage is a work in progress, and the feelings and
attractions that brought you together early on in your relationship are unlikely to hold you together as you mature and your lifestyle changes. Parents or grandparents who incorporate this quote into a toast can offer a gentle reminder that marriage is about growing old together and developing common goals and beliefs.Saint-Exupéry's famous quote also makes the perfect starting
point for toasts between the bride and groom. Promise that you'll build a future together, and that you'll always honor his or her needs and point of view.May she share everything with her husband, including the housework.-Unknown ProverbForget flowers and chocolates -- what most women really want is for their husbands to do the dishes! The classic housewife role has fallen by
the wayside as more women work outside of the home. Modern couples eschew traditional gender roles, and it's becoming more common for men and women to share financial burdens and household duties equally.This quote will elicit a laugh from your guests, but it also provides good advice for the newlyweds. It reminds the bride to ask her husband for help and lets the groom
know that he shares responsibility for maintaining the home. Bridesmaids, parents and friends can use this quote to toast the bride, but you shouldn't use it as an excuse to pick on the groom. Keep the tone light, and end with a heartfelt sentiment to balance out your sense of humor.Love never gives up, never loses faith, is always hopeful and endures through every circumstance.-
1 Corinthians 13:7Emphasize the deep spiritual nature of a wedding with a quote from the New Testament. Traditional verses like this one allow you to celebrate religion and the role it plays in marriage even if the bride and groom don't share your faith.At its heart, this quote simply reminds the couple that marriage takes work, optimism and commitment through good times and
bad. It paints such a complete picture of marriage that there's no need to add your own sentiments or anecdotes unless you want to. A simple congratulations and a raise of the glass will complement this quote perfectly, fulfilling the toasting duties of parents, friends or other guests.By all means marry; if you get a good wife, you'll be happy. If you get a bad one, you'll become a
philosopher.-SocratesWho knew Socrates was a comedian? You'll amuse guests by showing them just how relevant this ancient Greek philosopher can be in our modern times. Just as Socrates was able to balance wit and wisdom, so, too, can a heartfelt toast. Parents, friends and even the best man can choose this quote to toast the groom on his wise decision to marry (and to
applaud the perfect partner he picked!).The groom can also make use of Socrates' words to toast his new bride at the reception or rehersal dinner. Add a sweet touch by daring to disagree with the great philosopher. Remind your guests that a good wife doesn't just make you happy -- the important lessons she teaches you about life, love and leaving the toilet seat down could turn
any man into a philosopher.Sexiness wears thin after a while, and beauty fades. But to be married to a man who makes you laugh every day, ah, now that's a real treat.-Joanne WoodwardIt's hard to argue with this piece of advice from movie star Joanne Woodward. After all, her marriage to the late, great Paul Newman spanned four decades. In this quote, she shares the secret to
a happy marriage: It's all about a good sense of humor.New couples face plenty of challenges in the early days of marriage. What better way to move past newlywed squabbles than learn to laugh about them? This is the perfect quote for a toast by the bridesmaids to the happy couple as they remind their friends what will build a lasting relationship.This quote also gives the bride
an opportunity to celebrate her new groom's sense of humor. Witty, heartfelt quotes like this one help to keep toasts light and happy (and keep tears and heavy sentiment at bay).There's nothing more admirable than two people who see eye to eye keeping house as man and wife, confounding their enemies and delighting their friends.-HomerAs true today as it was 3,000 years
ago, this quote by the ancient Greek writer is a testament to marriage. Just as contemporary couples rely on love to build a successful marriage, their predecessors shared the same goals, dreams, struggles and sense of loving commitment.Homer's words are universal and can be used in toasts given by parents, friends, or even the bride and groom themselves. It also stands on
its own as a celebration of marriage. After all, what better goal could a married couple have than to keep a comfortable house, unite against troubles and share love and friendship? Keep your toast simple, and wrap up this quote with, "We're delighted to share this day with you and look forward to the future."A successful marriage requires falling in love many times, always with the
same person.-Mignon McLaughlinThis quote is appropriate whether you're the mother of the groom or the bride's best friend. It's equal parts warmth and wit, adding a touch of humor to a very serious sentiment. McLaughlin, an American journalist known for her highly quotable works, enjoyed a long marriage to fellow writer Robert McLaughlin.Her words caution the bride and
groom that there are times to come that will challenge their union. Even in the most successful marriages, there are times of doubt, but what holds couples together is an underlying love for each other.Personalize this quote with an anecdote of your own experiences, or a piece of advice for keeping the love strong over the years. This type of sentiment is particularly poignant
coming from someone who's been part of a long marriage, such as parents or grandparents.Grow old with me. The best is yet to be, the last of life for which the first was made.-Robert BrowningNot everyone can be a poet, but you can borrow a verse from one of the best for your wedding day toast. Victorian poet Robert Browning left hundreds of written works, but it's perhaps this
quote for which he was best known. His words hint at the memories still to come, of children, goals and a shared future with limitless opportunity. It's particularly relevant today, when many couples separate before reaching old age. When your chances for success are relatively small, what's more romantic than vowing that your union will last?It's hard to imagine a more beautiful
and romantic image than an elderly couple rocking on the front porch after a long, fulfilling marriage. Anyone can get married, but it takes true love to stay together until the end.Originally Published: Aug 19, 2010The Coalition for Marriage. Couples and Family Education. "Marriage Quotes." (Aug. 13, 2010). Paul. "Toasts." The Crown Publishing Group, New York, 1991.Warner,
Diane. "Complete Book of Wedding Toasts." The Career Press, New Jersey, 1997 Maybe you’ve always had short hair. Maybe you don’t have time to grow it out before the big day. Or maybe you’d like to make a dramatic chop for your parade down the aisle. Whether you're the bride or just a guest, you're going to want your hair to look on point, and we've got a few suggestions
for how to style your cropped mane. Trust us: These stylish hairstyles are making the case for keeping things short and sweet — even on your wedding day.June 27, 2017When your hair is short, there’s a tendency to want to tamp it down and rein it in. Charlize Theron took the opposite tack at the 2017 Oscars, allowing her temple-length strands to swoop up and over in soft
waves.Emma Watson’s style has a ton of versatility depending on both your length and texture. But the bottom line is this: By combing your straight/wavy/curly/frizzy hair back, pinching tiny bits with your fingertips and pinning them with bobby pins pushed straight back (that is, not horizontal), you get a sweet and traditional hairstyle with minimal effort.If this just happens to be the
year you were brave enough to finally shave your head — and brave enough to take the plunge into a lifelong commitment — this fuzzy take on closely shorn strands is both delicate and striking (and not to mention insanely easy).If you’ve got a chin-length bob, there’s nothing wrong with rocking it that way for your wedding day. But if you’d like to go for something a little different,
Diane Kruger’s style still allows your hair to frame your face, while providing visual interest in the back with a tightly-laid track of bobby pins (that remind us of an unfinished doobie wrap) moving around the back of the head.Pin curls might seem impossible when your hair is less than three inches long, but don’t let that discourage you —as Zendaya showed, they’re actually totally
doable on short strands. For a more modern take, go easy on the product; if you’re really old school, there’s no such thing as too much spray.From the front, Haley Bennett’s hair looks like a traditional pixie with the bangs combed out straight and pushed slightly to the side. From the back? That’s where things get interesting, thanks to a tight little plait made possible by artful pin
placement.The reason Lupita Nyong’o’s coils look so structured is that the sides are closely cropped. If you don’t have her exact cut, you can achieve something similar by pulling the hair on the sides back and tying it low, then slicking any frizz down with gel.Lucy Hale’s hair falls just above her shoulders, but a strict part just above the highest point of her eyebrow opens up her
face. And here, rather than pressing her strands all the way down, she allowed a little height and texture all over.Straightening even the tightest curls isn’t as laborious if you’re hair isn’t Rapunzel–long. Mary J. Blige showed off all that effort with a bold crest of hair pushed up and over the center of her part.For the premiere of Rough Night in New York City, Scarlett Johansson
parted her hair deep and on the side, then slicked it down for a glossy, shiny finish.Keywordsshort hairweddingwedding hairwedding hair ideas I'm in my best friend's wedding in three weeks, which is great. It's being held on the beautiful Pacific Northwest island where we grew up, which is great. I get to give a speech, which is great. The only dark mark on this whole joyous affair is
the fact that I just received an email kindly instructing me to wear my hair up.This is concerning, because I don't have updo hair. I have a lob, meaning my hair doesn't quite reach my shoulders. Getting your hair done for a wedding is bad enough when you have hair—starchy chignon with 1,000 bobby pins—but when you barely have any hair, it starts to look very bleak—TINY,
starchy chignon with 1,000 bobby pins.Then I realized that Allure has a story about lobs in our August issue, and that it has a lob updo how-to, and that that it was written by Sophia Panych, a girl who knows from lobs because she has one. So I will be bringing these directions (and a plea to go gentle on the hair spray) to the hairstylist at my best friend's wedding, and I hope to
emerge looking as cool as Alexa Chung does in the picture above.1. Pull hair into a side part, pushing bangs or face-framing layers to the side.2. Give it a little texture by spraying the whole thing with a dry texturizing spray, like Blow Pro Textstyle Dry Texture Spray and then doing a little bit of back-combing at the crown. This gives the illusion of not having no hair.3. Gather hair
into a low ponytail, but instead of pulling the ends through the elastic, create a loop.4. Fan out that loop until it looks like a messy bun, and secure it with bobby pins.5. Don't worry if pieces fall around your face, since the key to the short hair updo is keeping it messy enough that no one notices that you should not be wearing an updo.RELATED LINKS:• Blow Pro Textstyle Dry
Texture Spray• 17 New Wedding Hairstyles to Try• Say "I Do" to a Wedding Updo
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